Rogers Fire Department
Minimum Company Standards
Form 90 - SOP 142

The following standards are identified by the Rogers Fire Department as minimum company standards for all personnel. Under the date column, the company officer must date when the skill was completed. The firefighter and the company officer must initial under the appropriate column for each competency demonstrated. By initialing each competency, the company officer is validating all of the requisite knowledge and skills necessary to complete the competency were demonstrated. If the company officer believes that the firefighter needs additional training on a given subject, the additional training / knowledge should be indicated under the remarks. It is the company officer’s responsibility to complete these minimum company standards by March 31st, 2019.

Fire Standards

1. Utilizing recert.com, complete the following courses individually. These courses have been assigned to all members, and have a due date of March 31st, 2019.
   a. Wildland and Ground Fires
   b. Assisting Special Rescue Teams
   c. Handling Problems, conflicts and mistakes

2. Utilizing online resources and the training channel on your radio, all members should complete multiple size-ups that are broadcast over the radio. This should be done both with and without breathing air from an SCBA.

3. Utilizing the apparatus at your station, all members should pull and properly deploy a handline for advancement into a structure. This should include scenarios consisting of both obstructed and unobstructed access to the structure.

1410

1. Forward lay from a hydrant to an attack engine. Flow 2 handlines, the blitzfire and the deck gun.

Core Rescue

2. Review SOP 616 Water and Ice Rescue

3. Review use of all swift water gear

Ladder Companies

1. All members shall practice ladder placement of the aerial device on at least 9 different buildings throughout the quarter. These buildings should be both in the first and second due FMA’s.

Engine Companies

1. All members shall practice apparatus placement and connection to at least 9 different FDC’s throughout the quarter. These FDC’s should be at buildings both in the first and second due FMA’s

Once members are done with all quarterly standards, the company officer shall utilize the online quarterly standards completion form located at www.rogersar.gov/tc